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“Hi! We are glad about your interest
in our partner program!
Pimcore provides many advantages for
digital agencies and systems integrators.
It’s the only open-source platform consolidating
PIM, MDM, CDP, DAM, DXP/CMS, and digital
commerce in a single application. This makes
it a viable alternative to proprietary enterprise
systems such as Hybris, Informatica, Adobe
Experience Manager, Sitecore & Co.
We help companies by simplifying system
architectures, decreasing time-to-market, and
enabling an awesome ROI plus an outstanding
digital customer experience.”

Dietmar Rietsch, CEO and Co-Founder
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Global Success
We definitely didn’t see this coming when we wrote the first line of code of Pimcore in a
small alpine village back in 2010. And we still cannot believe the buzz our digital platform is
generating today. It is the result of hard work. ABack in 2010, we already shared a boundless
passion for open innovation and collaboration. Today, 82 000+ companies across 56 countries
trust our platform. Together with more than 120 official partner agencies, we are writing a
tremendous success story. Pimcore is recognized around the world. Partner up with the leader in
digital data and experience management.

82 000+ Companies
in 56 countries are using the free
Open Source Community Edition

120+ Solution Partners
among them Infosys, Arvato Systems
plus many agencies and system
integrators

200+ Enterprise
Customers
among them Audi, Bosch, Carlsberg,
Pepsi, Dr. Oetker, Yamaha ...
4.4 out of 5

4.9 out of 5

5 out of 5

Cool Vendor
for PIM & E-Commerce

MarketScape PIM
for Commerce 2019–2020

PIM Vendor Landscape,
Now Tech Report:
DXP Platforms
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Featured Customers
More and more enterprises and Fortune 500 companies are loving Pimcore.
Most of them have already been long-term customers. They say that it enables them to drive innovation
with increased speed and agility. Pimcore is proud of its impressive portfolio and customer retention rate.
Our customers stay in full control of the technology while continuously innovating at a faster rate
than their competitors. Exorbitantly high license fees for dinosaur software? Not with Pimcore!

Leading IT distributor uses PIM and DAM for
20+ million product SKUs with 60 000 attributes
across 30 countries.

Motorcycle manufacturer uses DXP/CMS
for creating and managing websites with 2+
million pageviews per month.
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Retailer uses API-first digital commerce
with product configurator for real-time
customer experience.
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The Consolidated Platform
Simple & stable!
PIM
Product Information
Management

DAM
Digital Asset
Management

MDM
Master Data
Management

P L AT F O R M

DXP/CMS
Digital
Experience

Connect
anything
Business & Enterprise Products
and Services
2019

CDP
Customer Data
Platform

Commerce
Platform
B2B & B2C

... whatever comes next!
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Own the Digital World
Solve any digitalization challenge with a single platform.
Do you select and implement software
for your clients based on a best-ofbreed approach? Do you connect and
integrate systems, which your customers
purchased from separate software
vendors? Implementing and maintaining
heterogeneous system architectures, often
consisting of completely different technology
stacks and programming languages, can
become a big pain for digital agencies.
PIM, MDM, CDP, and DAM systems manage
structured data such as product data,
customer data, images, and videos. DXP/CMS
and Digital Commerce systems manage the
customer experience. To exchange data, they
must be glued together via interfaces.
IT projects can become frustrating when there
is an update in one of many systems. In the
worst case a single update breaks the entire
solution.
Of course, digital agencies must work
with different software products and various
programming languages to fulfill the needs
of their clients - not single, consolidated
software stacks.

This leads to high staff training and
onboarding costs. This can cause a slower
time-to-market and poor quality of the
solitions delivered to clients.
Focusing on fewer software products
and fewer programming languages helps
agencies solve challenges much faster and
makes them deliver better quality.
B E N E F I T S F O R YO U R AG E N C Y
• Manage any data: Consolidate any data in
a single system.
• Any data model: Provide solutions for any
industry.
• Any experience: Publish to any channel
from a single source.
• Developers first: Industry standards,
latest technology.
• API- and event-driven: Integrate and
automate everything.
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Pimcore is preferred over other software
products of the most renowned companies
featured by Gartner/Forrester with license
costs of EUR 100k/year and up – because
it is a consolidated digital platform for
enterprises. It provides data management
and experience management in a single
solution. And it is fully powered by open
source technology.
Pimcore makes developers happy because
it allows them to work on challenging projects
with the latest technology stack - based on
the Symfony framework and Elasticsearch.
Pimcore makes clients happy because

B E N E F I T S F O R YO U R C L I E N T S
• Lowest Cost: Best TCO (total cost of
ownership) with a freely available Open
Source Community Edition and Enterprise
Subscription.
• Maximum Control: Escape the shackles of
being dependent on proprietary software
vendors, take full control and ownership of
your digital business.
• Unleash Innovation: Latest cloud-native
technology, 100% API-driven and fully
compatible with existing on-premise
infrastructure and IT.

they get their projects delivered faster
and don’t have to worry about becoming
dependent on a proprietary software vendor.
Instead, they can invest their saved marketing
budget in ongoing innovation - outperforming
their competitors by placing continued focus
on a better customer experience.
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Pimcore Possibilities
It will boost your ROI!
Pimcore is a digital transformation
enabler. Based on a solid framework,
it provides a lean technology stack
and other PIM/MDM, DAM, CMS and
eCommerce capabilities.
These capabilities are integrated
out of the box and do not need to be
connected via interfaces. This saves
you and your clients a lot of time and
money - both essential topics in digital
transformation projects.
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“Who should care?
Companies with digital
initiatives that:
“Require consolidation of
digital assets and product
information, in addition to
commerce capabilities.
Have the internal or system
integrator partner skills to
extend and integrate an
open-source PHP framework
and benefit from the
open-source community
development culture.
Are supported by internal
governance structures that
consider digital commerce as
a product and are committed
to internal development and a
culture of innovation.”
Gartner, Cool Vendors in
Digital Commerce,
Christina Klock, 16 May 2018
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Partner Success Stories
“This open source product
gives us the possibility to
solve any digitalization
challenge of our customers
in various industries.”

GOLD
PARTNER

“Pimcore excites content
managers and developers
at the same time. It is easier
to use than any other data
management tool.”

GOLD
PARTNER

„Pimcore provides flexibility
and a vast amount of
additional out-of-the-box
features. Especially the
integrated eCommerce
features attract us.“

SILVER
PARTNER

System Integrator, Partner since 2016

Digital Agency, Partner since 2013

eCommerce Agency, Partner since 2018

The Global IT specialist supports major
companies through digital transformation.
More than 2,600 members of staff in
over 25 locations epitomize in-depth
technology expertise, industry knowledge
and focus on customer requirements.

The US-based agency with offices in
New York and San Antonio specializes in
comprehensive brand, user experience,
and technology strategy to help B2B
and B2C companies more effectively
communicate and collaborate with their
customers & partners.

The eCommerce agency
based in Cologne, Germany develops
eCommerce applications primarily for B2B
use cases.
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Pimcore
Partner
Program

Partner Benefits
G E N E R A L B E N E F I TS

Becoming a Pimcore Solution
Partner establishes an ongoing
strategic relationship between
Pimcore and your company.
Pimcore Solution Partners
receive valuable benefits, all
with the goal of connecting
partners with our community
and helping them succeed.

Silver

Gold

Strategic

Partner portal
Manage profile, case studies and get sales material







Partner newsletter
Exclusive insights and updates on features







Partner Summit
Invitation to the annual „Inspire“ conference



Partner Webinars
Access to regularly scheduled Pimcore webinars
S E RV I C E & S U P P O RT

GOLD
PARTNER

SILVER
PARTNER


4 free tickets







Silver

Gold

Strategic

Technical support
included hours for technical support per year



Training discount for Pimcore Academy
virtual training and individual sessions





2 hours

8 hours



10%

10%

Silver

Gold

Strategic

Customer Case studies
Presented on Pimcore website, on social media, at events







Social Media
Co-branded, sponsored posts for 10k+ followers



Guest Blogs
Published on Pimcore website/300k+ annual visitors



Webinars
Show extensions, projects, success in co-branded events



Whitepapers
Share your expertise with the Pimcore ecosystem



JOINT MARKETING

STRATEGIC
PARTNER


2 free tickets
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1 per year

12 per year





1 per year

12 per year





1 per year

12 per year





1 per year

12 per year
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Pimcore
Partner
Program

Benefits & Requirements
P R O M OT I O N & L E A DS
Partner listing on the Pimcore website
Reach thousands of Pimcore customers
browsing our website for expert guidance.

Strategic







Gold Listing

Strategic Listing

Pimcore partner badge
Certificate on partner’s website and on promotional
or sales materials







Lead management
Forwarding of potential customer leads to partner







Support with client acquisition
Remote presentations, pitch support,
RFI/RFP assistance and other presales topics



Use of national Pimcore domain and website
optional write access to territorial version of Pimcore
website (including domain)







2 hours/year

8 hours/year




optional

Silver

Gold

Strategic

Partner agreement
Signed and valid partner agreement







Pimcore solutions
Developed and completed Pimcore projects

1+

5+

10+

2+ / € 299
person/year

5+ / € 269
person/year

10+ / € 269
person/year







2/year

2/year

2/year

free

€ 5.000

€ 30.000

Pimcore developers
with valid Pimcore Academy certification

the annual Global Partner
Conference “Pimcore Inspire”

Gold

Silver Listing

PA RT N E R R E Q U I R E M E N TS

Pimcore partners meet at

Silver

Pimcore partner badge
embedded on partner‘s website with backlink
Required case studies
success stories of your Pimcore solutions
Annual partnership fee
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Become an official
Pimcore Solution Partner.
1. Read the Pimcore partner guide
in its entirety.
The partner guide describes the Solution
Partner Program, the different solution
partner levels, the benefits and the
requirements.

2. Contact our partner management
Please send an e-mail to
partner@pimcore.com. Our partner
managers will reach out to you and help
you meet all the requirements in no time.

3. Work on your certification and first
projects
Get certified through Pimcore Academy
and start working on your first projects.
Get free support from the community or
paid expert support by Pimcore.

pimcore GmbH
Söllheimerstraße 16, Salzburg, Austria
+43 662 876606 230
partner@pimcore.com

4. Show us your success
In a web conference call, we would like
to learn more about you, your company,
your goals and your strategy concerning
Pimcore. This call is the best time to show
off some amazing client case studies.

5. Sign the partner agreement
Based on the partner application,
the conference call and the desired
partnership level, the agreements will be
prepared and provided for signing.

6. Partner certificate and badges
Hurray! Congratulations! We are thrilled
to have you as a new Pimcore Solution
Partner. You will be provided with a
partner certificate and the partner
badges, and you also will get access to
the partner portal.

Please contact us for any questions
about the Pimcore Partner Program.

Visit pimcore.com

